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Snap-on Under Hoist Stands Are a Lift Above the Rest 
New UHS1500 and UHSL1500 eliminate the need for constant cranking 

 
KENOSHA, WI (February 22, 2024) – Undercar service stands from Snap-on are uniquely designed to 
meet customer demand for an under hoist stand that saves valuable technician time. These game-
changing stands are a lift above the rest with a release mechanism that quickly positions the saddle to 
adapt to various undercar components and resist turning, saving critical shop time.  
 

Designed to cater to different vehicle lift heights, the Snap-on® UHS1500 is optimized for maximum lift 
scenarios, while the Snap-on® UHSL1500 excels when vehicles are lifted halfway, ensuring precise 
alignment and support for a range of services. Both hoist’s hand cranks make small height adjustments 
easy and precise. The foot pedal allows for hands-free, quick alignment of components and folds for 
compact storage. The UHS1500 can reach a service height of 80-1/8 inches (2035 mm) while the 
UHSL1500 reaches a service height of 52-3/8 inches (1,330mm) and both have a 3/4-ton weight capacity.  
  

 
 
Customers can learn more about the Snap-on® UHS1500 and UHSL1500 Under Hoist Utility Stands by 
contacting their participating Snap-on franchisee or representative, calling toll free 877-SNAPON-4 (877-
762-7664) or visiting www.snapon.com 
 
About Snap-on Tools 
Snap-on Tools is a subsidiary of Snap-on Incorporated, a leading global innovator, manufacturer and marketer of 
tools, equipment, diagnostics, repair information and systems solutions for professional users performing critical 
tasks. Products and services include hand and power tools, tool storage, diagnostics software, information and 
management systems, shop equipment and other solutions for vehicle dealerships and repair centers, as well as for 
customers in industries, including aviation and aerospace, agriculture, construction, government and military, mining, 
natural resources, power generation and technical education. Snap-on Tools is one of the largest non-food franchise 
companies in the world, selling its products and services through franchisee, company-direct, distributor and internet 
channels. Snap-on Incorporated, which was founded in 1920, is a $4.5 billion, S&P 500 company located in Kenosha, 
Wisconsin, with operations throughout the world. For additional information, visit www.snapon.com. 
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